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Waterfront Regeneration Trust

Founded in 1988 by the Hon. David Crombie, the Waterfront Regeneration 
Trust (WRT) is the charity leading the movement to regenerate the Great 
Lakes/St. Lawrence River with the creation the Great Lakes Waterfront 
Trail. This vision is supported by 160 communities and First Nations who 
participate in the initiative to create a Trail that is a beloved amenity at 
home and a celebrated international tourism attraction for visitors.

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail

Stretching over 3,600km (1,865 miles) from Sault Ste. Marie to the Quebec 
border, the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail (GLWT) is a signed route joining 
over 155 communities and First Nations along the Canadian shores of the 
Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River.  A celebration of nature and culture, 
the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail is part of a strategy to protect and connect 
people to the largest group of freshwater lakes on earth. It is a legacy project 
of the Waterfront Regeneration Trust, a charity, and 155 community partners.

The fully signed and mapped Trail is a combination of pathways, 
neighbourhood streets, rural roads and secondary highways. It is largely 
paved and welcomes all types of non-motorized recreational use. The Trail 
connects some of Ontario’s finest natural features - 4 UNESCO Biospheres, 5 
bi-national rivers, 3 National Parks and 42 Provincial Parks, 239 beaches, 83 
conservation areas, 520 parks - and it links key cultural attractions including 
23 National Historic Sites and 25 Bicycle Friendly Communities,16 Ontario 
By Bike Regions and 12 international border crossings. It serves as venue 
for hundreds of annual community events. 

Currently the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail ends at Gros Cap in Prince 
Township on the on the shores of Lake Superior. Lake Superior is the last 
frontier in the work to establish a continuous Trail in Canada. Its completion 
would achieve a major milestone in the vision for a continuous Great Lakes 
Waterfront Trail along the Canadian Shores of the Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence River, connecting 180 communities.

Introductions
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Nearing 3600km, the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail is a signed route 
of paths and roadways. It connects communities including First Nations along the 
Canadian shores of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River, the world’s largest group of fresh 
water lakes. The first step towards an accessible, healthy, and sustainable waterfront, the Trail 
contributes to its ecological health, community renewal, and economic vitality. Approximately 
750km of the Trail has been designated as part of the national Great Trail.A Registered Charity
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Trans Canada Trail

At over 27,000 km, the Trans-Canada Trail (TCT) network stretches from 
the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific and Arctic Oceans, forming the largest 
recreational trail network in the world. The Trans Canada Trail and the 
Waterfront Regeneration Trust have collaborated on a number of sections of 
trail throughout Ontario including developing the first signed cycling route 
in Northern Ontario between Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbury.

Source: tctrail.ca/explore-the-map

Source: http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/safety/province-wide-cycling-network.shtml

Ontario province-wide cycling network

The province-wide cycle network study and report are resources developed 
by the Province of Ontario to inform and guide cycling growth in Ontario for 
the next 20 years. The network and report are the result of collaborative effort 
between the Ministry of Transportation (MTO), other provincial ministries 
(eg. then Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport) and public consultations 
with hundreds of municipal, First Nation, and public stakeholders, including 
the Waterfront Regeneration Trust. The Great Lakes Waterfront Trail serves 
as a foundational component of this network.

https://tctrail.ca/explore-the-map/
http://www.mto.gov.on.ca/english/safety/province-wide-cycling-network.shtml


Cycling the Canadian shores of Lake Superior is considered a “bucket list” experience by 
many avid cyclists. The rugged terrain and dramatic views of the largest freshwater lakes 
in the world won’t be found anywhere else. In the past, a lack of cycling infrastructure 

along the Canadian shore of Lake Superior has limited this cycling experience to only those 
experienced or determined enough to make the trip. The Ontario Ministry of Transportation’s 
ongoing commitment to create a province-wide cycling network as part of its CycleON 
strategy, however, is changing this dynamic. The resulting infrastructure improvements and 
cycling network growth throughout Ontario and along the Trans-Canada Highway 17 corridor 
on Lake Superior are creating new possibilities. With cycling infrastructure enhancements and 
implementation scheduled along the Highway 17 corridor, the unique experience of “cycling 
Lake Superior” will become more attainable, creating opportunity to develop a world-class 
cycling experience.

This study is the first phase in a three-phase project exploring the feasibility of an expansion 
of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail along the north shore of Lake Superior. Designated as 
part of the National Trans Canada Trail as well, the expansion would be a fully signed and 
connected recreational cycling route integrating linkages to destination cycling experiences, 
local waterfronts and existing hiking trails. It would provide a terrestrial complement to the 
Trans Canada Trail’s existing Lake Superior Water Trail, and provide a cycling experience to 
compliment the Voyageur Hiking Trail. 

Led by the Waterfront Regeneration Trust, the study is a product of the collaborative 
participation, input and support of 22 communities, Destination Northern Ontario, Trans Canada 
Trail, Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs), Provincial and Federal government 
organizations, trail organizations and other like-minded NGOs, and the cycling community.

750 km continuous route from Manitouwadge, Ontario 
to Duluth, Minnesota creating a bi-national cycle tourism 
experience is possible by 2027

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail Lake Superior Expansion Feasibility Study 1

Executive Summary
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Connecting and benefiting 22 Northern Ontario communities across 13 municipalities and 5 First Nations, a fully-integrated Lake Superior expansion from 
Sault Ste. Marie to the Pigeon River Border in Neebing would comprise:

1. 1000km of signed cycling routes including local signature spurs, trail connections and loops including:
a) 17km of off-road trail;
b) 80km of secondary and local roads;
c) 150km of secondary highways;
d) 630km of expanded and hardened shoulders on Trans-Canada Highway 17 and Highway 61 where there is no other feasible route option.  

Currently long-distance cycle tourists rely almost exclusively on HWY 17’s existing infrastructure.
e) Spurs and/or local cycling loops in 9 communities;
f) 35 integrated junctions with local hiking trailheads, with 20 connection points with the Voyageur Hiking Trail and 14 Lake Superior Water Trail 

access point connections.

40% of the 1,000km route 
is achievable by 2024 and 
70% by 2027
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Based on the Ministry of Transportation’s proposed capital improvement 
scheduling, the route west of White River to the Pigeon River Border 
could be implemented by 2027. This would achieve a 502 km continuous 
route from Manitouwadge, serving as the western terminus, to the 
Pigeon River Border (Neebing).  Another 250 km from Pigeon River to 
Duluth, Minnesota is achievable establishing a bi-national cycle tourism 
experience. 

By spring 2024, 410 km (in 6 sections, for example Sault Ste. Marie 
to Chippewa Falls (64 km)) are implementation-ready and could be 
foundation for promotions to build excitement for the full expansion.

There are 4 longer-term gaps between White River and Pancake Bay 
totaling ~170km, which will delay the creation of a continuous route. There 
are no current capital improvements scheduled to expand Highway 17 to 
incorporate cycling infrastructure in these areas:

• 6 km of Highway 17, 10km west of White River (opens 50 km of 
route from White River to Highway 614).

• 29 km of Highway 17 between White River and Wawa (opens 
90 km of route between Wawa and White River).

• 17 km of Highway 17 immediately south of Wawa (provides 
additional loop opportunities).

• 118 km of Highway 17 through Lake Superior Provincial Park and 
south to Pancake Bay.

The 6 km and 29 km gaps in infrastructure on Highway 17 north of 
White River and Wawa should be considered high priority 
improvements. Addressing these shorter gaps opens 140 km of route and 
connects White River and Wawa westward of Duluth. Capital 
improvements were made on ~60 km of this gap corridor in 2021.
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Implementing 820 km of the expansion between Manitouwadge and Duluth, and Sault Ste. Marie and Pancake Bay will help the WRT and partners build 
momentum and support for prioritizing the construction of the required infrastructure on Highway 17 to close these gaps.

The expansion has received strong municipal support and generated enthusiasm in local partners who recognize the benefit of a fully signed and connected 
cycling route and the economic advantage of drawing more cycle tourists to their communities. Letters of support to proceed with additional phases of the 
expansion project are attached in the appendices. 
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Recommendations

Given the strong community support for the expansion, the opportunity to showcase 
Northern communities as cycling destinations, and to develop a cross-border cycling 
experience centred on the Great Lakes, as well as the need to improve existing 

conditions for long distance cyclists the WRT recommends proceeding with the implementation 
of the 1,000 km Lake Superior expansion including:

1. Complete interactive and downloadable map resources to platform, support and promote
the future route and experiences and provide critical, up to date information to cyclists
about existing conditions.

2. Conduct a signage review and develop a comprehensive signage and wayfinding plan for
each stage of implementation:
a) Implementation Stage One (410 km) – 2024.
b) Implementation Stage Two (423 km) – 2024- 2027.
c) Implementation Stage Three – dates unspecified. 170 km between White River and

Pancake Bay. Dependent on successful work to encourage MTO NE regional office
to set a date for construction and signage of the expanded shoulders on HWY 17.

3. Develop itineraries and content to promote and support the phased implementation of the
linear route to appeal to drive and ride, long-distance recreational and ultra-long-distance
cycle tourists for:
a) Short-term point-to-point (eg. destination to destination) experiences.
b) Medium-term point-to-point experiences that emerge as further cycling infrastructure

is implemented 2024 through 2027.
c) The fully continuous, signed end-to-end cycling route (Sault Ste. Marie to Pigeon

River) as implemented cycling infrastructure connects established point-to-point
experiences in an emerging linear route through 2027 and beyond.

4. Work with US partners to support implementation of USBR 41 (North Star Bicycle
Route) as part of a bi-national experience—from Duluth to Grand Portage, Neebing,
Thunder Bay and further east as infrastructure on the Highway 17 corridor is developed.
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6. Parks Canada and the Lake Superior Watershed Conservancy see
value in collaborating with the Trust to develop itinerary content that
leverages and integrates its experiences and facilities.

7. Phasing implementation of the end-to-end route allows local
communities to enhance or establish their presence in the cycle
tourism market while the rest of the route continues to develop.
The implementation of cycling infrastructure along the Highway
17 corridor (with allowances for gaps in the end-to-end cycling
experience) will allow the partnership to develop and capitalize on the
“drive-and-ride” market by developing resources for local cycling and
multimodal itineraries.

8. There is interest and support in the US to connect this route expansion
with US Bike Route 41 (North Star Bicycle Route) from the Grand
Portage Pigeon River border crossing to Duluth, MN, creating more
opportunity for cross-border cycle tourism.

9. The long-term end-to-end cycling product piece can be implemented
in stages annually, as cycling infrastructure becomes available and
point-to-point experiences become more numerous, with the end goal
a completely-connected and signed cycling route from the Great Lakes
Waterfront Trail terminus in Sault Ste. Marie to the Grand Portage
Pigeon River border crossing in Neebing, ON.

10. Visitation to northern communities and venues is increasing. For
example, Pukaskwa National Park recorded over 18,000 visitors in
2021—over 5,000 visitors more than 2020, an almost 40% increase.

11. The province (and the world) is in the midst of a cycling surge, in part
pushed by the pandemic, with interest in cycling and cycle tourism
high and increasing.

Rationale

Recommendations to proceed with Phase II of Lake Superior Expansion 
route development are based on the following:

1. The Waterfront Regeneration Trust has 30 years of experience leading
and co-ordinating actions to establish and promote the Great Lakes
Waterfront Trail. The Lake Superior expansion aligns with its mission
and mandate and is supported by existing partnership of waterfront
communities who are connected by and participate in the development
of the Trail.

2. The expansion would be designated as part of the National Trans
Canada Trail and benefit from associated international profile,
promotions and support.

3. The Ministry of Transportation continues to invest in highway capital
improvements that specifically include the implementation of cycling
infrastructure as part of its commitment to establish a province-wide
cycling network;

4. The MTO’s construction of buffered paved shoulders on Highway 17
to accommodate the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada
Trail between Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbury improves the quality of
experience and safety for experienced cyclists. Cycle tourists surveyed
during the 2019 Great Waterfront Trail Adventure cycle tour from
Sault Ste. Marie to Sudbury felt comfortable on this infrastructure and
recognized its value to opening up the North to cycle tourism. Survey
results from the 2019 tour can be found in the Appendices.

5. The expansion has the interest and support of local municipalities,
Destination Northern Ontario, Superior Country and Algoma
Country, both regional conservation authorities, Parks Canada,
the Thunder Bay Community Economic Development
Commission and trails organizations including Trans Canada Trail.



The feasibility study is Phase I of a three-phase project to utilize existing infrastructure 
to develop an expansion of both the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans-Canada 
Trail (ie. the Lake Superior Expansion), creating a fully-signed cycling route along 

the Canadian shores of Lake Superior from the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail in Sault Ste. 
Marie at Fort Creek Conservation Area to Thunder Bay and the Grand Portage-Pigeon River 
border crossing in Neebing Ontario. The route will provide an important terrestrial connection 
along Lake Superior for the Trans Canada Trail, complementing the existing Lake Superior 
Water Trail that follows the coast of Lake Superior. At the western terminus, the route would 
seamlessly link with US Bike Route 41, the North Star Bicycle Route at the Grand Portage-
Pigeon River border crossing, creating a bi-national connection to Duluth, MN.

Provided year-over-year funding, almost 410km of cycling route could be implemented by 
year-end 2023 with promotional material prepared for the 2024 cycling season. By 2023, 
most implementation-ready sections will be focused in the northwest, involving the bulk 
of community partners. Further work and advocacy will be necessary to establish the fully-
connected cycling route from Sault Ste. Marie to Neebing and to maintain the momentum 
of the Ministry of Transportation’s capital improvement implementation schedule. Additional 
linkages and experience opportunities will be realized over subsequent years as these capital 
improvements are implemented

Phase I of the Lake Superior Expansion establishes the foundation for future route and resource 
development:

1. Partnership Development

• Identified and introduced the concept and partnership plan to communities along the
proposed expansion route

• The Trail is owned and maintained by communities and/or other road/trail authorities.
• Gauged interest in participation in the short and long-term project goals initiating

approvals where possible;

Project Description

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail Lake Superior Expansion Feasibility Study 7
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• Evaluated how/when/whether to incorporate or use the Kinghorn
Trail;

• Identified connections and destination on US side of Grand Portage-
Pigeon River border crossing.
i) Researched cycle-friendly border crossing (extensive tips for

cyclist border crossing developed by Cycle Canada)

4. Develop Preliminary Mapping

• Developed a keymap “storyboard” as a foundation for phase II map
development showing preliminary route and connections.

• Added preliminary route on Great Lakes Waterfront Trail interactive
map

5. Next Phases

• Proposed second and third phases would complete mapping,
develop wayfinding resources, develop promotional web resources
and itineraries and implement the installation of wayfinding along
the route as follows:
a) Implementation Stage One (410 km) – 2024
b) Implementation Stage Two (423 km) – 2024- 2027
c) Implementation Stage Three – dates unspecified. 170 km between

White River and Pancake Bay. Dependent on successful work to
encourage MTO NE regional office to set a date for construction
and signage of the expanded shoulders on HWY 17.

2. Route Identification and Consensus

• Developed a draft proposed route based on resources such as
the province-wide cycling network, Strava and locally promoted
cycling routes;

• Established a collaborative working environment in Google Maps
from which to adjust and edit the advance proposed route;

• Consulted with MTO Northwest and Northeast Regional Offices
to review route and construction schedule for infrastructure
improvements;

• Established and consulted a Cycling Advisory Committee,
receiving feedback from the committee on the proposed route.

• Consulted with local stakeholders on the draft route, building
consensus toward a identifying a preferred route including
integration of local cycling loops and spurs and identifying local
assets;

• Consulted with the Lake Superior Watershed Conservancy
(Lake Superior Water Trail), Voyageur Hiking Trail and tourism
stakeholders for comments on route and integrating potential
connections to the larger route corridor.

• Consulted with US-based partners to gauge interest and support of
a bi-national connection to Duluth, Minnesota.

3. Develop Feasibility Study and Implementation Plan

• Consulted with advisory group of long-distance cycle tourists and
tourism professionals (11 members) to discuss needs for this market
segment;

• Preliminary route options and asset list were revised and presented
on custom Google Map.

• Conducted a field review of the proposed route, including exploring
local trail connections and junctions;

• Developed a phased implementation plan describing what and when
sections of the proposed route corridor will be ready for signage;

https://www.cyclecanada.com/borders.html


Cycling

The benefits of cycling for the individual are many. As a form of physical activity, regular cycling 
increases cardiovascular health, enhances mental well-being and serves as a form of active de-
stressing. Used as a form of transportation, even over the short-distance, cycling reduces fuel 
consumption and associated costs and carbon emissions. 

In addition to serving as the foundational piece of the province-wide cycle network, the Great 
Lakes Waterfront Trail forms a spinal route and acts as a foundation for several local Active 
Transportation strategies including Espanola, Blind River, Durham Region and many of its area 
municipalities. The Trail itself is a foundational piece of the province-wide cycling network. 

Cycle Tourism

Cycle tourism is an annually growing industry. The current world-wide cycling boom, partly 
triggered by the pandemic, has resulted, not only in increased demand for bicycles and associated 
gear, but in increased trail usage with some Great Lakes Waterfront Trail partners in the Greater 
Golden Horseshoe indicating trail usage increasing as much as 200% in 2020. Similarly, Velo 
Quebec notes there were 250,000 more cyclists in Quebec in 2020 than in 2015 and that usage of 
La Route Verte increased by 27% during this time1. 

With support of organizations such as Destination Northern Ontario (DNO), the cycling market 
in Northern Ontario is growing. This includes the successful establishment of the Great Lakes 
Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail expansion along the Lake Huron North Channel. The 
380km route successfully launched in 2019 with 150 cyclists travelling from Sault Ste. Marie to 
Sudbury as part of the Great Waterfront Trail Adventure cycle tour. The event was well received 
with participants indicating interest in the north and resulting in an estimated $143,000 total 
economic benefits2.

Benefits

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail Lake Superior Expansion Feasibility Study 9

1 Cycling in Quebec in 2020. (n.d.). Retrieved January 11, 2022, from https://www.velo.qc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/ 
vq-edv2020-en.pdf

2 Great Lakes Waterfront Trail GWTA 2019 Overview and Participant Survey. (n.d.). Retrieved January 10, 2022, from 
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GWTA-survey-partners-web-post-compressed-1.pdf
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2020 Cycle Tourism and Activity Survey 

In May and November of 2020, the Waterfront Regeneration Trust, in 
collaboration with Ontario by Bike and the Greenbelt Foundation conducted 
polls of the Ontario cycling community to foster understanding on how the 
COVID-19 pandemic had affected interest in and intent to cycle in Ontario 
in the upcoming year. The survey confirmed that cycle tourists see cycling 
as an activity that can be safely pursued during the pandemic and that they 
support businesses and attractions.

Cyclists are ready to support local businesses:
• 91% are likely or very likely to stop for food and beverages

(restaurants, cafes, fruit stands, wineries etc).
• 60% are likely to stop or very likely to stop and shop.
• 43% are likely or very likely to stop at attractions such as museums

and galleries.

The majority of cyclists have cycled the same or more than in previous years 
with an increased interest in cycling locally (including cross-regionally 
within Ontario)

• 76% of respondents did the same amount (26%) of cycling or more
(50%) in 2020 than in 2019;

• 93% in 2020 cycled closer to home (locally, regionally and cross-
regionally 2020);

• 48% of surveyed cyclists indicated they would tour to other parts of
Ontario if they cycled more;

• 60% indicated they made day trips only;
• 40% of respondents took one or more overnight trips that included

cycling.

The connection to USBR 41 at Pigeon River will create the opportunity 
for a Duluth MN to Thunder Bay, ON experience early in the MTO’s 
infrastructure implementation schedule and encourage visitation from the 
American cycle tourism market.

The southern Ontario, Quebec and American cycle tourism markets present 
significant opportunities for the Lake Superior expansion:

• Before the onset of the pandemic, it was estimated that there were
1.6million cycling visits to Ontario accounting for $893 million in
spending.

• On average cyclists spent $358 more than non-cyclists according to
Statistics Canada’s 2018 Travel Survey3;

• Cycle tourism generated $180B annually to the U.S. Economy
including $97B annually in retail sales4;

• Cycle tourism generates $1.2B annually in spending in Québec;
• Creates the equivalent of 10k jobs;
• Adds $215 million in provincial and federal tax revenues5;
• Despite 2020 being a pandemic year, Quebecers spent an average

of $62 per household on food, transportation and local attractions
associated with cycling excursions for a total of $162M6

• Blind River staff report a return of $9 in investment for every $1
spent on the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail/Trans Canada Trail locally.

3  Statistics Canada’s Travel Survey of the Residents of Canada & International Travel Survey 2018  
– MHSTCI Tourism Research

4 Economic impact: U.S. Bicycle Route System. Adventure Cycling Association. (n.d.). Retrieved 
January 11, 2022, from https://www.adventurecycling.org/advocacy/building-bike-tourism/ 

 economic-impact/ 

5 Cycling in Quebec in 2015. (n.d.). Retrieved January 11, 2022, from https://www.velo.qc.ca/ 
wp-content/uploads/2020/06/vqa-edv2015-en-lr.pdf 

6 Cycling in Quebec in 2020. (n.d.). Retrieved January 11, 2022, from https://www.velo.qc.ca/ 
wp-content/uploads/2021/06/vq-edv2020-en.pdf
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Accommodation Expenditures

Over the 13 years since the WRT has hosted its annual cycle tour, it has 
witnessed a shift in participants’ accommodations choices. In the early 
years (2008-2012) the overwhelming majority of participants elected to 
camp on the multi-day tour. However, since 2018, the number of 
participants choosing to stay in hotels has been increasing to 25%, 32% 
and in 2022, 50% of participants will stay in hotels.

This experience is consistent with emerging trends captured in recent 
studies showing that 31% of Canadian overnight cycling visits were spent 
at commercial accommodations such as hotels and motels, and 27% spent 
in camping/RV facilities7. 

Transportation Options/Ontario By Bike, a provincial organization leading 
work to develop and promote Ontario as an international bike-friendly 
destination, surveyed cyclists in 2021 and 2018. Respondents to both 
surveys indicated a preference for roofed and paid accommodations. 

• 48% of cyclists stay in roofed accommodations often or very often;
36% in private rentals, cottages, and friends and family, hostels; and
16% camping8.

• 72% prefer to stay in hotels 53% stay in paid accommodations9.
• 42% of cyclists spent over $100 per night on accommodations in

2018, compared to 38% in 2014 – The largest percentage of cyclists
spent between $101 and $150 per day9.

7  Statistics Canada’s Travel Survey of the Residents of Canada & International Travel Survey 2018
– MHSTCI Tourism Research.

8 Ontario by Bike/Transportation Options; Fall 2021 Survey of 1263 cyclists.

9 Ontario by Bike/Transportation Options; From - Ontario’s Cycle Tourism Sector (2019) - Ontario 
By Bike www.transportationoptions.org/ontarioresearch
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Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail

Integrating the proposed route as an expansion of the Great Lakes Waterfront 
Trail and Trans Canada Trail has a number of strategic advantages:

• Connectivity: Lake Superior communities would become part of
the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans-Canada Trail networks,
well-known and well-regarded trail systems, both provincially and
nationally. They are connected to key market opportunities.

• Community: over 155 Ontario communities are connected to and
part of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail partnership; they serve

• Consistent Resources: Online resources (including interactive
online mapping, downloadable digital mapping, and other itinerary
and tourism content) for the route would be integrated into the
Waterfront Regeneration Trust (Great Lakes Waterfront Trail)
platform. Mapping would also extend to the Trans-Canada Trail
platform.

• Exposure: 77% of Ontario cyclists are aware of or have used the
Great Lakes Waterfront Trail.10

• Momentum: The Great Lakes Waterfront Trail established 1600km
of signed cycling routes in Southern Ontario over a period of 20
years. In the past 5 years, interest in cycle tourism has propelled the
Great Lakes Waterfront Trail to over twice its length, with 3 major
expansions totalling roughly 2000km.

• Creates a new tourism experience for visitors to the North and
complements the existing Lake Superior Water Trail.

• Supports, sustains the momentum of the work of the Ministry
of Transportation establishing a growing province-wide cycling
network on provincial highways.

Signed Cycling Routes 

Signed cycling routes with both comprehensive wayfinding and a perceivable 
identity (ie. blaze or marker) create a means by which communities and 
local businesses can leverage their proximity to the route to take advantage 
of the economic benefits associated with the growing cycle tourism market. 
Wayfinding bridges the gap between online and promotional resources and 
the real-life in-field experience. Well-signed routes enhance user confidence, 
indicating to the user they are experiencing a curated experience. At the same 
time wayfinding markers in-field provide a touch point for in-field users to 
connect with and access online resources, local tourism and experience, as 
well as provide a sense of scope and extents of the route. Signed cycling 
routes create opportunities for communities to tell their stories by connecting 
significant landmarks, points of interest and cultural assets. 

10  Cycle Tourism & Cycling Activity Survey Report. (n.d.). Retrieved January 11, 2022, from https:// 
www.transportationoptions.org/uploads/8/7/2/0/8720033/cycle_tourism___cycling_activi 
ty_survey_report__nov_2020_.pdf



Desire and Demand

Cycling the Canadian shore of Lake Superior is considered by many to be a “bucket list” 
experience. Cycling community and Advisory Committee feedback, community participation 
in and support for this study, a growing local-curious cycle tourism market and the province-
wide cycling network—on which the preliminary route of this study was rooted—all indicate 
a demand and desire for a cycling route connecting communities along this shore.

Previously, establishing a cycling route along Lake Superior was not possible due to the lack 
of cycling infrastructure on Trans-Canada Highway 17, a safety concern. Challenging terrain 
and the remoteness of stretches of the proposed route raise the fitness and experience levels 
necessary to complete an end-to-end ride, creating barriers to target demographics. 

Opportunities

The initiative leverages the popularity and awareness of two successful trails to reach a broad 
market in southern Ontario, Quebec, and the US. In 2021, the WRT together Ontario by Bike 
polled 900 Ontario cyclists and learned that 77% were aware of the Great Lakes Waterfront 
Trail and would recommend it. Extending the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada 
Trail to Lake Superior is consistent with recommendations in the Lake Superior North Shore 
Tourism strategy by investing in trail readiness and providing consistent region-wide product 
that capitalizes on and showcases the region’s tourism assets11. By extension the initiative 
promotes and complements the goals, values and strategic partnership development mandate 
in Destination Northern Ontario’s 2017 Cycling – Northern Ontario Cycling Tourism Plan12.

The Need and the Opportunity

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail Lake Superior Expansion Feasibility Study 13

11  Lake Superior North Shore Tourism Strategy. (n.d.). Retrieved January 10, 2022, from https://superiorcountry.ca/wp-con 
tent/uploads/2020/04/LSNSTS-Strategy-2018.pdf 

12 Cycling - Northern Ontario Cycle Tourism Plan 2017. (n.d.). Retrieved January 12, 2022, from https://destinationnorther 
nontario.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Cycling.pdf
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encourage in-community cycling. Each of these spurs or loops create 
opportunity to engage drive-and-ride cyclists such as RV users that 
bring their bikes with them to visit and engage with Lake Superior 
communities longer.

• Recreational cyclists: Shorter-distance point-to-point trips
involving the linear route (eg. Marathon to Pukaskwa National
Park) such as those identified in the report provide can appeal to
recreational cyclists who may ride for a single day, single overnight
or stay longer. For instance, Marathon to Pukaskwa could be ridden
as a one day out-and-back visit to the park (or vice versa), including
a short hike or kayak, or include an overnight at a roofed or unroofed
accommodation for a longer stay.

• Long-distance cyclists: Long-distance cyclists will find appeal in a
number of scenic community-to-community or community-to-park
(etc.) rides in the 80-100km range with the full end-to-end route
providing motivation for ultra-long-distance riders to experience the
breathtaking beauty of the North.

• E-bike cyclists: Electric assist bikes are a new and rapidly growing
market in the cycling sector. With almost half of all cycling sales in
some markets in Europe now attributed to e-bikes, the phenomenon
is also extending to Canada, breathing new life into the industry
and into the concept of cycling itself. It’s been said that e-bikes
effectively flatten hills, cutting much of the bite out of challenging
terrain. E-bike cyclists a subset and expansion of the markets above.
Electric assist bikes effectively expand the upward age limit of able
cyclists. Though age demographic is not considered in this report,
given the impact of e-bikes on the cycle tourism market, it would be
remiss not to include this demographic in the discussion.

• Adventure tourists: Not solely limited to cycling but also including
them, with its stable of natural assets Lake Superior has obvious
broad appeal for the adventure tourism market. In part this market
can be enticed and activated with integrated multimodal experiences
including cycling, hiking and kayaking.

Infrastructure Development
• While there are a number of opportunities identified in order to

establish a long-distance cycling route on Lake Superior, the main,
without which a continuous signed route would remain impossible,
is the Ontario Ministry of Transportation’s commitment to
implementing expanded, hardened shoulders along Highway 17 to
support and establish a province-wide cycling network and increase
safety on the proposed route corridor. (For more information on
how the proposed capital improvement schedule impacts a phased
implementation of the end-to-end route, see the section on phased
implementation below.)

• Developing the proposed route along the Canadian shores of Lake
Superior provides opportunity to maintain the momentum that
the MTO has achieved in implementing infrastructure along the
proposed route corridor.

• Cycling infrastructure on provincial highways increases safety and
lowers the confidence level required to engage the highway as a
cycling facility.

Resources and Planning
• Develop centrally-located online and printable mapping that

captures route conditions such as elevation and surface type (eg.
paved/unpaved surfaces), alerts advising of general highway and
road conditions, and captures the location of amenities can manage
expectations of field conditions and provide an assistive preparation
tool to inform trip planners of probable fitness and gear requirements.

Serve Multiple Target Markets

The initiative allows for the creation of cycling products that appeal to 
multiple cycling demographics. Cycling product can be expanded as cycling 
infrastructure is implemented to the Highway 17 corridor.

• Drive-and-Ride/Destination Cyclists: Preliminary connections
into 9 communities have been identified as part of the study to
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Aligned Objectives and Strategic Partnerships

The established support from 13 Lake Superior communities is the 
scaffolding necessary to proceed to additional phases of the project and 
create meaningful connections between the through route and into the 
communities. Many local partners have expressed interest in exploring 
local loops and route spurs to connect trail users to amenities in their 
communities, or leveraging the initiative itself to complement and enhance 
their own waterfront development strategies.

In addition the expansion aligns with and complements the mandates and 
plans of a number of regional, provincial and federal agencies:

• Destination Northern Ontario’s mission to strategically guide
and champion growth in Northern Ontario’s tourism industry as
expressed in the Northern Ontario Cycling Tourism Plan 201713.

• The route expansion complements work by Superior Country and
Algoma Country that drives, creates and promotes cycling product
in northern Ontario.

• Sault Ste. Marie Tourism and the Thunder Bay Community
Economic Development Commission work to increase tourism and
patronage within their respective communities.

• The Lake Superior North Shore Tourism Strategy.
• Parks Canada and the Lake Superior Watershed Conservancy

have indicated their interest in supporting future route and product
development by collaborating with the WRT on itinerary creation.
These groups and other local partners have a wonderful sense of
collaboration and desire to create itineraries taking advantage of
local trails and multimodal experiences (Parks Canada, LWSC,
partner communities).

 

Reasons to Stop and Engage

Integrating existing natural and cultural assets, including multimodal 
connections provides opportunity to create experiences to attract visitors 
and create reasons for passersby to stop and engage with assets and 
communities. Incorporating multimodal junctions in the strategy mutually 
enhances multiple trail systems by broadening their respective platforms.

• Opportunity to connect over specific 70 locations of natural or
cultural significance, including 9 (operating) provincial and 2
National parks. These connections can be packaged into experiences
to serve different cyclist demographics such as drive-and-ride
cyclists, recreational cyclists, and both long and ultra-long-distance
cyclists, used as a story-telling medium by linking cultural assets,
etc.

• Integrate the cycling route with junctions to non-cycling experiences
such as hiking and kayaking creating multimodal options that could
appeal to multiple markets: the proposed route creates junctions
with 11 Lake Superior Water Trail access points and 35 hiking trail
trailheads including with over 20 Voyageur Hiking Trail.

• Promote Lake Superior’s connected and extensive natural assets to
a new market. In addition to the above, there are 40 scenic lookouts,
pull offs and rest stops. Almost every kilometer of coastal or
mountain road on the proposed route is exceptionally scenic.

Bi-national Trail and International Market
• The proposed route from Thunder Bay to the US Border crossing at

Grand Portage - Pigeon River in Neebing creates a bi-national trail
connection with US Bike Route 41 – the North Star Bicycle Route,
allowing for greater access to the U.S. cycling market. In subsequent
years the connection to Duluth, Minnesota could be extended to Red
Rock, Nipigon and further east.

13  Cycling - Northern Ontario Cycle Tourism Plan 2017. (n.d.). Retrieved January 12, 2022, from 
https://destinationnorthernontario.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Cycling.pdf
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• Heart of the Continent, the Gitchi-Gami Trail and St. Louis County
have expressed interest in partnering to foster and grow the US-based
connection to Duluth, Minnesota. St. Louis County has requested
support from the WRT as they navigate the legislative process to
implement wayfinding for the North Star Bicycle Route in order to
make this bi-national connection possible.

• The Waterfront Regeneration Trust, as the steward of the vision,
coordinating agent and leader of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail
and partnership, would shepherd the development of the continuous
route as part of the partnership’s mandate to expand the Trail.

• The route expansion is in-line with Trans Canada Trail’s mission
to fully connect the Trans Canada Trail by creating a terrestrial
route along the shores of Lake Superior (complementing the Lake
Superior Water Trail).



Goal

The proposed Lake Superior Expansion of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada 
Trail is envisioned as a long-distance signed cycling route along the Canadian Shores of Lake 
Superior following approximately the Trans Canada Highway 17 corridor. The proposed route 
would integrate spurs and loops into each major community it connects, allowing trail users a 
reprieve from highway travel and connecting them with vital amenities and accommodations, 
while also integrating connections with existing trails such as the Lake Superior Water Trail and 
sections of the Voyageur Hiking Trail. The initiative envisions a three-phased implementation 
approach. Phase I: the Feasibility Study was conducted February through December, 2021.

Study Partners

Work on the study itself involved consultations with and/or input from representatives of
• 6 collaborative project and funding partner agencies:

Study Method

○ Waterfront Regeneration Trust
○ Trans Canada Trail
○ Destination Northern Ontario
○ Superior Country

○ Algoma Country
○ Thunder Bay Community

Economic  Development
Commission

○ Ministry of Transportation
(Northwest and Northeastern
Regional offices)

○ Ministry of Heritage, Tourism,
Sport and Culture Industries

• 1 Federal agency: Parks Canada
• 1 First Nation: Michipicoten First Nation (unable to participate due to COVID-19

pandemic)
• 2 Provincial government agencies:

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail Lake Superior Expansion Feasibility Study 17
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• 15 local and regional municipal governments or organizations:

• 2 Regional conservation authorities:

• 5 tourism organizations: 1 Regional Tourism Organization (RTO)
and 2 Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) and 2 local
tourism and affiliate organizations:

• 8 Trail organizations and other NGOs

• 11 experienced provincial and international cyclists, cycling
advocates and cycling tourism industry professionals (cycling
advisory committee)

Study Extents

The study is inclusive of the Highway 17 corridor along the Canadian shore 
of Lake Superior from the Second Line E and Carmen’s Way south of Fort 
Creek Conservation Area in Sault Ste Marie through the Grand Portage-
Pigeon River Border Crossing on Highway 61 in Neebing Ontario. The route 
study explores connections to existing hiking facilities such as the Voyageur 
Hiking Trail, to the shoreline access points of the Lake Superior Water Trail, 
to nearby parks facilities such as Pukaskwa National Park (and numerous 
Ontario Parks directly on the Highway 17 corridor such as Lake Superior 
Provincial Park). The study considers only existing infrastructure and the 
proposed integration schedule of new cycling infrastructure on Highways 
17 and 61 2021 through 2027.  Opportunities to utilize alternate roads 
and trails to remove the route from highways where feasible (considering 
additional travel distance and resources) were included.

 ○City of Sault Ste Marie
 ○Municipality of Wawa
 ○The Corporation of
the Township of White
River
 ○Township of
Manitouwadge
 ○Town of Marathon
 ○Township of Terrace
Bay
 ○Township of Schreiber

 ○Village of Rossport
 ○Township of Nipigon
 ○Red Rock Township
 ○Municipality of
Shuniah
 ○City of Thunder Bay
 ○Municipality of
Neebing
 ○Town of Blind River
 ○St. Louis County, MN
(U.S.A.)

 ○Sault Ste Marie
Regional Conservation
Authority

 ○Lakehead Region
Conservation
Authority

 ○Destination Northern
Ontario (RTO)
 ○Superior Country
(DMO)
 ○Algoma Country
(DMO)

 ○Thunder Bay
Community Economic
Development
Commission
 ○Sault Ste Marie
Tourism

 ○Waterfront
Regeneration Trust
 ○Trans Canada Trail
 ○Lake Superior
Watershed
Conservancy
 ○Voyageur Hiking Trail
 ○Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail

Project
 ○Gitchi-Gami Trail
 ○Heart of the Continent
 ○Port Arthur Rotary
Club / Waterfront Trail
Rotary Community
Action Team
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Study Activities

Partner Project Kickoff
• Consolidated project partnership and funders, launched route and

project concept.
• Created a cycling advisory committee of experienced provincial

and international cycle tourists, cycling champions, advocates and
tourism professionals, defining user needs for proposed route.

Partner Consultation and Consensus Development
• Consulted with the MTO Northeast and Northwest Regional Offices.
• Additional meetings and correspondence conducted to affirm route,

discuss proposed route revisions and alternatives, receive and review
preliminary capital improvement schedule for Highway 17 corridor.

• Held 4 virtual regional project kickoff meetings for local and regional
stakeholders. Attended by 11/13 municipal stakeholders and both
Regional Conservation Authorities. Very positively received.

• Consulted with Cycling Advisory committee on cyclist needs on
this unique section of Trail.

• Additional introductory meetings, correspondence and discussions
held with municipal partners to secure local support for initiative,
and navigate both initial approvals discussions and staffing changes.

• Held 3 consultations with Parks Canada, securing their support for
the initiative.

• Secured letters of support for project Phase II from local stakeholders.

Preliminary Route Options / Asset List
• Developed Advance Proposed Route

○ Consulted existing active transportation plans, promoted
routes, Ontario’s province-wide cycling network map, the  
Strava Heat Map. Considered existing trails alignments and  
connections. Conducted a virtual review of the proposed  
route corridor via Google Street View where possible.

• Drafted interactive working map in Google My Maps
• Hosted map workshop/route options meetings community partners,

reviewing route alternatives and priority connections. Received
comments on proposed spur and loop connections and local assets.

• Local feedback, feedback from Advisory Committee, Parks and trail
groups integrated into Google Map

Asset Development
• Hosted virtual meetings introducing initiative to Lake Superior

Watershed Conservancy, and Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail project.
Introduced project to Voyageur Hiking Trail and received comments
via correspondence. Comments used to refine connections and
junctions with proposed route.

• Consulted with Heart of the Continent, Gitchi-Gami Trail and St.
Louis County on initiative. St. Louis County indicates desire to
initiate legislation for wayfinding implementation of US Bike Route
41 – The North Star Bicycle Route, from Duluth, Minnesota to the
proposed Trail terminus at the Grand Portage – Pigeon River Border
crossing.

• Researched and reviewed best practices for cycle-friendly border
crossings.

○ Identified existing resources for tips on navigating Canada/
U.S. border crossings.

Field Review 
• WRT staff conducted week of September 13-18, 2021.
• Confirmed extents of paved shoulders on route corridor.
• Explored and reviewed alternate routes and opportunities to remove

route from Highway.
• Reviewed trail junctions (Voyageur Hiking Trail, Lake Superior

Water Trail and Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail) and connections.
• Added amenities and trail junctions to list of assets.

https://www.cyclecanada.com/borders.html
https://www.cyclecanada.com/borders.html
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• Met with Parks Canada, Superior Country and Neebing staff.

Mapping
• Revised Google Map to include amendments from local stakeholders, 

trail groups, Parks Canada, Cycling Advisory Committee, discussions 
with the MTO, and resulting from field review discussions and
follow-up.

• Revised Google Map to incorporate and reflect the MTOs tentative
capital improvement implementation schedule.

• Created concept route map incorporating implementation schedule.
Introduced to Ministry of Heritage, Tourism, Sport and Culture
Industries Ministry Lisa MacLeod, during WRT tour event in
August, 2021.

• Created PDF sample map storyboard for proposed route. See
Appendix C for the full map storyboard.

• Integration of preliminary mapping data into Great Lakes Waterfront
Trail interactive map upcoming.



Recommended Route

Cycling the Canadian shores of Lake Superior is considered a bucket list experience by 
many in the Ontario and cross-Canada cycling community, with its reputation well-
known the northern U.S.A. and with good reason. Thoughts of the Canadian shore of 

Lake Superior stir up images of rugged shorelines with capricious crashing waves and roads 
winding through wild spaces, of climbing up impressive hillsides and plunging down towards 
the coast. It inhabits a unique fold in the cyclist imagination, issuing a daunting, but at the same 
time jubilant challenge. Exultant and awe-inspiring, the landscape is demanding but joyous, 
requiring those that travel it to be fully present. More so than a memorable trip or journey it’s 
an experience, one that connects 22 communities. By reputation, it is considered one of the 
most—if not the most—challenging section on cross-Canada cycling adventures, in part due to 
the terrain, and in part due to the lack of cycling infrastructure on Trans Canada Highway 17. 
And now with expanding infrastructure, the possibilities are opening up to a broader market.

Previously within the grasp of only those bold and highly experienced, expanded cycling 
infrastructure on provincial highways reduces the confidence level required to cycle on them 
near traffic, and is of particular significance to the coastal roads and rock cuts found along 
Highway 17 between Thunder Bay and Sault Ste Marie. Experiences on the proposed route will 
animate drive-and-ride cyclists, recreational cyclists and long-distance cyclists as discussed 
above.

Route Selection Considerations
Safety 

The proposed route makes substantial use of Trans-Canada Highway 17 as the only through 
road along most of the Canadian shore of Lake Superior. One of the goals of this study is to 
improve safety for the long-distance cycle tourist market by implementing sections of the 
proposed route on provincial highways only once existing cycle infrastructure is in place. At 
the same time, to increase probable safety, efforts have been made to identify and recommend 
opportunities to take the route off of Highway 17 where feasible wherein:

Great Lakes Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail Lake Superior Expansion Feasibility Study 21
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Note the province-wide cycling network itself is the product of extensive 
consultations with community partners and stakeholders including the WRT.

Connections into Communities

Opportunities have been made to identify route connections into every 
shoreline community where resources are available. Long-distance cycling 
on the proposed Trail expansion will require travel in several remote areas 
with few or no amenities. Connections into nearby communities provide 
vital access to resources for travelling cyclists. In this way, these connections 
not only complement objectives, but enhance safety on the route as a whole. 
Cycling advisory committee members confirmed that long-distance cyclists 
are willing to travel 5km off-route for a worthwhile experience, especially 
food and other critical resources.

Scenic / Opportunities to Touch Water

Opportunities to connect notable attractions and connect directly to the 
water are a priority for the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail.  This complements 
local tourism objectives, creates more memorable experiences and is in line 
with the legacy vision of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail: a Waterfront 
Trail that is complete and connected, an integral part of each ecosystem it 
passes through, enhancing the environment, economy, society and history 
of every community that participates in the development and use of the trail.

Cycling Season

All recommendations for the proposed recreational Trail expansion routing 
should be considered limited to the active cycling season for the region. It 
was noted during the field review (Sept 13-18, 2021) that many attractions 
and accommodations were already beginning to cycle down for the season, 
including the closure of some Provincial Parks such as Rainbow Falls.

• Additional travel distance, road surface and amenities are considered. 
For example:

 ○Utilizing Highway 582 north of Hurkett Cove as an alternative
to Highway 17 requires an additional 2.2km (6.5km vs 4.3km)
of cycling off-highway, a relatively short requirement.
 ○Utilizing Highway 587, Pass Lake Rd and 5 Rd S north of
Sleeping Giant as an alternative to Highway 17 requires
roughly 14.6km of additional cycling (26.4km vs 11.6km).
Almost 20km of this route is unpaved, a surface not feasible
for all road bikes, and further removed from resources such as
rest stops, and campgrounds

• Utilizing off road trails where available and where the surface is
conducive to the use of “road-style” bicycles.

A persistent safety concern involving highway travel for cyclists is the 
presence and conduct of transport trucks. Some of this problem is relieved 
where the Ministry of Transportation has implemented widened, hardened 
shoulders on provincial highways.  

Existing Infrastructure / First Order of Trail

The Waterfront Regeneration Trust’s proven method of route development 
involves utilizing existing infrastructure on the proposed route corridor. By 
developing a route based on existing infrastructure, a “first order” of Trail 
is created that can then be further enhanced and advocated for as priority 
improvements are identified.

Note that while sections of the proposed route along provincial Highway 
17 do not presently have the cycling infrastructure in place necessary to 
implement a signed cycling route, the MTO’s plans to implement capital 
improvements by 2027 to implement the province-wide cycling network 
make a phased implementation of the route possible. Sections of the route 
on Trans Canada Highway 17 are considered “implementation ready” only 
once capital improvements are in place.
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Proposed Route Summary

Lake Superior expansion will comprise:
• 1000km of signed cycling routes including local signature spurs,

connections and loops.
• 17km of off-road Trail.
• 80km of secondary and local roads.
• 150km km of secondary highways and 630km following Highway 17.
• 22 communities including many that could serve as excellent

gateways to the proposed route.

Following is a list of sections of the proposed route breaking out length, 
communities, and select —though not exhaustive—features or assets. 
Shaded sections indicate sections that include stretches of provincial 
highway with no scheduled improvements. Infrastructure noted with years 
in brackets are based on MTO’s proposed capital improvement plans and 
subject to confirmation of funding.

It should be noted that the proposed route itself largely makes use of Trans-
Canada Highway 17, the only through-road in many of these locales. The 
breakdown references the route corridor. Specific routing can be found in 
preliminary mapping located in the project Google Map.

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1v44Qs0-FhwyqV-7kNTs6Zbo9rMotYVh4&ll=47.65614249777202%2C-85.29382929999998&z=7
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Proposed Route for the Lake Superior Expansion of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail/Trans Canada Trail by Section 

Section Length 
(km) 

Communities Facilities Features 

Sault Ste. Marie 14.4 Sault Ste Marie (Fort 
Creek northward) 

Off-road Trail, Cycling 
lanes, secondary roads. 
Some provincial Highway 
(connecting link) 

Fort Creek Conservation Area, John Rowswell 
Hub Trail,  
Kinsmen Park,  
Hiawatha Highlands, 
Mockingbird Pioneer Farm 

Sault Ste. Marie to 
Chippewa Falls Rest 
Stop 

40 Goulais River, 
Karalash Corners, 
Havilland,  
Harmony Beach 

Provincial Highway 17 
(hardened shoulders 
integrated). 
Coastal Road.  
Some challenging hills. 

Amenities in Goulais River, Havilland, Harmony 
Beach and at Chippewa River. 
Beaches: 2 
Chippewa Falls, 
Scenic coastal road. 
Robertson Cliffs Hiking Trail (side trip) 

556/552 “Mile Hill” 
Bypass 

15.5 Island Lake Secondary Provincial 
Highways 556 and 552 
(lower volume) 

Upper and Lower Island Lakes, 
Goulais River crossing 

Chippewa Falls Rest 
Stop to Pancake Bay 

21 Batchawana Bay Provincial Highway 17. 
Hardened shoulders 
(2026)  

Intermittent coastal road, 
2 accommodations (including The Voyageurs 
Lodge and Cookhouse with exceptional apple 
fritters) 
2 Provincial Parks with substantial beaches: 
Batchewana bay and Pancake Bay. 
Hiking trails including Edmund Fitzgerald Lake 
Superior Lookout. 

Pancake Bay to Wawa 

Note: This section is 
indicated as a 135km 
longer-term gap in 
need of priority 
improvements. 

157 Batchawana Bay Provincial Highway 17. 
Occasional (few) 
paved shoulders 
(improvements 
unscheduled) 
Some significant hills. 

Remote, 
Lake Superior Provincial Park, 
Some coastal road, 
Natural assets include: Agawa Rock Pictograms, 
numerous scenic lookouts and rest stops, some 
washroom and parking facilities, several hiking 
trailheads including Lake Superior Lookout Trail 
section of VHT. 
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Proposed Route for the Lake Superior Expansion of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail/Trans Canada Trail by Section
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Section Length 
(km) 

Communities Facilities Features 

Wawa (Loop) 6.4 Wawa Paved shoulders of 
Highway 101, Scenic 
boardwalk, secondary and 
residential roads 

Urban, 
Wawa Goose scenic lookout and tourism 
information centre, 
Wawa Lake, 
Beaches: 2 
Historic Downtown, 
VHT Trail Access 

Wawa (secondary loop) 

Note: Discussed and 
aspirational/unconfirmed. 
Requires some private 
permissions for 
promotion and signage. 
Some overlap with 
previous section. 

20.3-23 Wawa,  
Michipicoten First 
Nation 

Highway 17,  
Unpaved secondary roads, 
some coarse gravel 

Beaches, 1-2, (Lake Superior) 
Scenic Waterfalls: 1-2 
Marina and Park 
VHT Trail Access 
Scenic lookout 
Blueberry Winery 

Wawa to White River 

Note: This section 
includes a 29km 
longer-term gap in 
need of priority 
improvements 

90 Wawa 
White River 

Highway 17, most with 
hardened shoulders.  
Some longer ascents 
(~29km north from Wawa 
does not have paved 
shoulders and has no 
scheduled 
improvements) 

Remote, 
Scenic wilderness 
Some windows onto local lakes 

White River (Picnic Lake 
Spur) 

2.1 (one 
way) 

White River Highway 631 with soft 
shoulders (low volume) 

Picnic Lake, including gravel beach, 
Winnie the Pooh Memorial, 
Public park and limited single-night camping. 

White River to Highway 
614 Junction 

Note: This section 
includes a short (6km) 
longer-term gap in 
need of priority 
improvements 

51 White River Highway 17, some 
hardened shoulders 
(2024); Mostly flat. 

Small segment (6km) has 
no scheduled 
improvements. 

Remote,  
Scenic wilderness with some windows onto local 
lakes, 
White Lake Provincial Park 
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Section Length 
(km) 

Communities Facilities Features 

Highway 614 Junction to 
Marathon 

40 Marathon Highway 17. Hardened 
shoulders (2025) 
Mostly rolling terrain with 
some steeper ascents. 

Remote,  
Scenic wilderness 
Some windows onto lakes 

Manitouwadge Spur 
(Connector) 

53 (one 
way) 

Manitouwadge Highway 614 with soft 
shoulders (lower volume). 
Rolling terrain. 

Remote,  
Scenic wilderness,  
Some scenic views on water. 
Manitouwadge Lake and Beach 

Pukaskwa Spur 15 (one 
way) 

Biigtigong Nishnaabeg 
(former Pic River First 
Nation) 

Highway 627 with soft 
shoulders (lower volume) 
(2025) 

Rolling hills with scenic views, 
Pic River 
Pukaskwa National Park 
Pukaskwa Coastal Hiking Trail 
Hattie Cove (paddling) and short day hikes 

Marathon Spur 

Note: Spur to Pebble 
Beach. Loop to include 
Penn Lake now under 
consideration. 

6.7 (one 
way) 

Marathon Secondary and residential 
roads 

Scenic town 
Full amenities (including movie theatre) 
Famous white-stone Pebble Beach 
Sandy Garden Cove Beach 
Hawk Ridge Trail 
Penn Lake (park and Campground) 

Marathon to Terrace Bay 78 Marathon 
Terrace Bay 

Highway 17. Some 
sections with shoulder 
improvements (2026) with 
a number of challenging 
hills 

Remote 
Several broad vistas, lookouts and Lake or 
canyon views, 
Mink Creek Falls Trail 
Neys Provincial Park 

Terrace Bay Spur 2.5 (one 
way) 

Terrace Bay Secondary and residential 
roads.  
Decline/incline roughly 3% 

Terrace Bay Light House Lookout 
Aguasabon Golf Club 
Sand Beach (Lake Superior) 
Casque Isle Trail Trailhead 
Amenities 

Terrace Bay to Schreiber 13 Terrace Bay 
Schreiber 

Highway 17, hardened 
shoulders (some being 
redone 2027). Mostly flat. 

Aguasabon Falls lookout and gorge, 
Casques Isle Trail Trailhead 
Some lookouts onto Lake Superior 
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Section Length 
(km) 

Communities Facilities Features 

Schreiber Spur 3.2 (one 
way) 

Schreiber Secondary and residential 
roads 
Some steep (8% grade) 
sections going to inlet 
beach—but worth it! 

Schreiber Discovery Centre and Railway 
Museum 
Schreiber Beach 
Casques Isle Trailhead 
Amenities 

Schreiber to Rossport 21 Schreiber 
Rossport 

Highway 17, hardened 
shoulders (2023) 

Note: Some improvements 
planned for 2027 east of 
Rainbow Falls PP, 
hardened shoulders 
already in place) 

Scenic, some views onto Lake Superior 
Rainbow Falls Provincial Park (includes beach, 
trails falls and lake 
Rossport Coastal Trail Trailhead) 
Rossport (Nicol Island, Beach and amenities) 

Rossport to Nipigon 70 Rossport 
Pays Plat 
Nipigon 

Highway 17, hardened 
shoulders (in place or 
scheduled by 2022), 
Challenging terrain with 
some steep climbs. 

Scenic, dramatic rock cuts and lookouts, 
Views onto Lake Superior 
Rossport (including Nicol Island, Beach and 
Amenities) 
Rossport Coastal Trail Trailhead 
Ruby Lake Trailhead 
Nipigon Scenic Bridge 
Nipigon lookout 

Nipigon Spur 2+ Nipigon Secondary and residential 
roads 

Scenic, 
Paddle-to-the-Sea Park, 
Kinghorn Rail Trail Connection (MTB/Fat Bike) 
Nipigon Marina and Camground, 
Nipigon River Recreational Trail Trailhead (to 
Red Rock) 
Loqvist Beach and Deer Lake Mountain Hiking 
Trails north of Town on Hwy 585 
Lake Superior Water Trail access 
Amenities and accommodations 

Nipigon To Highway 628 11 Nipigon Highway 17, hardened 
shoulders) mostly flat 

Lake Superior Circle Tour HQ/ Travel Information 
Centre 
Amenities and numerous smaller 
accommodations 
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Section Length 
(km) 

Communities Facilities Features 

Red Rock Spur 7.6 (one 
way) 

Red Rock Highway 628, soft 
shoulders (lower volume) 

Marina and scenic view of Lake Superior 
Interpretive Centre and campground 
Nipigon River Recreational Trail Trailhead 
Red Rock Mountain Trail Trailhead 
Lake Superior Water Trail access 
Amenities and accommodations  

Highway 628 to 5 Rd S 48 Dorion 
Shuniah 

Highway 17, hardened 
shoulders (2024) one 
approx. 1km section 
scheduled for 2027, 
Secondary highway 582, 
Some secondary roads, 
with short unpaved extent 

Hurkett Cove Conservation Area connection 
Potential connector to Eagle Canyon Adventures 
(Canada’s longest zipline) and 
Ouimet Canyon Provincial Park 
Blue Point and Diamond Willow Amethyst Mines 

5 Rd S to Hwy 587 11 None Highway 17, hardened 
shoulders (sections 2024), 
mostly flat or gentler rollers 

Mirror Lake Campground, 
Highway Rest Stop 
Travel Centre 

Sleeping Giant / Silver 
Islet Spur 

38 (Hwy 
587), 

49 (5rd S, 
Pass 

Lake and 
587) 

Silver Islet Secondary Highway, 
(Alternate includes 
unpaved Roads (Pass 
Lake Road and 5 Rd S)) 

Trestle Bridge, 
Pass Lake and Campground, 
Sleeping Giant Provincial Park with numerous 
Hiking Trails 
Silver Islet (historic, submerged mine) 

Pass Lake Connector 19 Pass Lake Unpaved secondary roads Scenic, winding
Hwy 587 to Thunder Bay 35 Shuniah Roughly 7km on Highway 

17, hardened shoulders, 
Remainder former 
Highway 17/Lakeshore Rd 

Note: Planned capital 
improvements show this 
section as complete, may 
be a short (roughly 1-2km) 
section requiring rehab. 

MacKenzie Point Conservation Area, 
Silver Harbour Conservation Area, 
Wild Goose Beach, 
Some amenities 
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Section Length 
(km) 

Communities Facilities Features 

Thunder Bay 22 Thunder Bay Sections of off-road trails 
or on-road facilities with 
cycling infrastructure. 
Some small stretches on 
busy roads 

Scenic parks, and off-road trails, 
Trowbridge Park, 
Fisherman Park, 
Boulevard Lake, 
Centennial Park, 
Restaurants and roofed accommodations, 
Lake Superior with views of Sleeping Giant 

Thunder Bay Waterfront 
Trail (Mission Island 
Spur) 

16 Thunder Bay Part of Thunder Bay’s 
Waterfront Trail Plan. 
Mostly follows low volume 
roads and off-road trails.  

Some sections proposed 
and require infrastructure 
upgrades and funding to 
complete 

Fisherman’s Park, 
Historic grain elevators and rail yard, 
Marina Park, 
Alexander Henry Ship Museum, 
McKellar Island Bird Observatory, 
Mission Marsh Conservation Area 

Fort William First Nation 
/ Chippewa Park 
Proposed Connector 

6.5 (one 
way) 

Fort William First Nation Paved secondary roads Chippewa Park (park, campground, scenic views 
and trailheads), 
Mt. McKay Scenic Lookout, 
Amenities 

Fort William to Grand 
Portage-Pigeon River 
Border Crossing 

56 Fort William First Nation 
Neebing 

Paved secondary highway 
61B and paved shoulders 
of Highway 61  

Scenic views of hills and mountains, 
Slate River Dairy, 
Founders’ Museum and Pioneer Village 

Trout Lake Conservation 
Area Spur 

5.3 (one 
way) 

Neebing Unpaved secondary roads Picnic area,  
Hiking Trails, 
Scenic Views, 
Boat Launch 

Grand Portage-Pigeon 
River Border Crossing to 
Duluth, MN 

250 
(approx.) 

Grand Portage, 
Red Rock, 
Grand Marais, 
Lutsen, 
Schroeder, 
Little Marais, 
Silver Bay, 
Two Harbours, 
Duluth 

Further Review required 
for facility breakdown. 

Further review required for asset list. 
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Phased Implementation Plan

Following is a list of sections of the proposed route and the year in which 
they could be implemented. For the purpose of this study, sections of the 
route considered implemented have online resources in place such as online 
interactive and downloadable mapping, and have wayfinding signage in 
place along the route itself. A preliminary map storyboard for the proposed 
route has been developed and can be found in Appendix C.

For a section of the route coincidental with provincial Highways such 
as Highways 17 and 61 to be considered implementation ready requires 
capital improvements in place. The implementation plan is informed by the 
MTO’s planned capital improvement schedule for Highways 17 and 61, a 
multi-year process. The Ministry’s implementation plan is subject to future 
funding confirmation.

With year-over-year cycling implementation of expanded, hardened 
shoulders on provincial highway sections of the route, connectivity will 
occur largely west-to-east. By 2023 approximately 411km of the total 
proposed route (~41%) could be integrated with pockets of continuously 
signed corridors emerging and then integrating with the whole in the 
following four years.

At this time, there are 4 sections of the proposed route on Highway 17 
totalling ~170km with no capital improvements to incorporate cycling 
infrastructure scheduled. These create 4 longer-term gaps in the route:

• ~ 6km of Highway 17, 10km west of White River.
• ~ 29km of Highway 17 between White River and Wawa.
• ~ 17km of Highway 17 immediately south of Wawa.
• ~ 118km of Highway 17 through Lake Superior Provincial Park and

south to Pancake Bay.
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Notes: 
• While the connector from the Manitouwadge to the Highway 17

/ Highway 614 (53km) will be possible by 2023, the installation
of signage should coincide with improvements to Highway 17 that
connect it to Marathon (2025).

• Though work within Thunder Bay has focused on support of their
waterfront trail plan, a loop within Thunder Bay could be easily
identified and integrated within this plan.

• The 29km gap in infrastructure on Highway 17 north of Wawa
should be considered a high priority improvement. This would
allow for a 90km Wawa to White River point-to-point route.
Capital improvements have been made on this corridor in 2021, so
investments are in place, but cannot be fully integrated.

By year end 2024 (including the above):
• Highway 587 to Red Rock (78km including Pass Lake connector)

Note: There is one short section of Highway 17 between Highway 587 and 
Red Rock that is scheduled for improvement in 2027. It may be possible to 
route around this segment through Dorion or create a longer interim route. 

Continuous Route Achievements 2024
• Grand Portage - Pigeon River Border Crossing to Thunder Bay, Red

Rock, Nipigon and Rossport achieved: a continuous route of 253km.
Including the potential connection to Duluth, MN, a continuous
route of approximately 553km.

Extensive capital improvements will be underway on Highway 17 between 
Highway 614 and White River. The 6km gap discussed above stymies 
a connection between Manitouwadge and White River and should be 
considered a high priority improvement. Addressing both the 6km and 
29km gaps creates the potential for a 249km integrated route corridor 
incorporating Wawa, White River, Manitouwadge, Marathon, Biigtigong 
Nishnaabeg and Pukaswka National Park.

As  improvements to the Thunder Bay Waterfront Trail and Mission Island 
Spur are developing, they are not considered in the phased implementation 
plan, however, efforts to enhance and integrate this new Waterfront Trail 
will be supported by the Waterfront Regeneration Trust.

Proposed implementation schedule (see map on page 31)
By year-end 2023:

• Sault Ste. Marie to Chippewa Falls (70km including “Mile Hill”
bypass option)

• Terrace Bay to Schreiber (13km – existing shoulders, scheduled for
improvements, 2027)

• Rossport to Nipigon and Red Rock (88km)
• Thunder Bay to Sleeping Giant (73km)
• Thunder Bay to Grand Portage-Pigeon River border crossing (78km)
• 10 Drive-and-Ride / Destination cycling loops and spurs

 ○Wawa Loop (6.4km)
 ○White River Spur (Picnic Lake Spur) (2.1km)
 ○Marathon Spur (6.7km – with potential for loop treatment)
 ○Terrace Bay Spur (2.5km)
 ○Schreiber Spur (3.2km)
 ○Rossport (Nicol Island Spur) (1km)
 ○Nipigon Spur (2km)
 ○Red Rock Spur (7.6km) (included in above)
 ○Sleeping Giant Spur (38km) (included in above)
 ○Fort William First Nation / Chippewa Park Proposed
Connector (6.5km)
 ○Little Trout Lake Connector (5.3km)

• Grand Portage-Pigeon River Border Crossing to Duluth (via USBR
41 / North Star Route) (250km)
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Interim Terminus

In order to create a consistent long-distance route experience with termini 
that include accommodations and provisions incorporating Manitouwadge 
as an interim route terminus is recommended. Priority should be given 
to addressing the 6km and 29km gaps north of White River and Wawa 
respectively, in order to fully connect these communities and leverage the 
infrastructure investments on Highway 17.

Highway 17

Cyclists who have ridden Highway 17 are confident and experienced. As 
discussed, the lack of cycling infrastructure creates an understandable 
barrier for cyclists on Highway 17. Cycling advisory committee members 
discussed that the inconsistent application of cycling infrastructure is 
confusing for American cyclists who are not used to the opportunity-driven 
implementation approach utilized on the Highway 17 corridor (ie. cycling 
infrastructure is present, then abruptly terminates.) That said, Strava heat 
map data indicates an already-strong usage of Highway 17 in the study area 
despite lack of infrastructure. See the image following. 

By year end 2025 (including the above)
• Highway 614 junction to Marathon (40km)
• Pukaskwa National Park Spur (15km)

Continuous Route Achievements 2025

Marathon to Pukaskwa National Park and Manitouwadge achieved (108km 
total)

By year end 2026:
• Chippewa Falls to Pancake Bay (21km)
• Marathon To Terrace Bay (78km)

Continuous Route Achievements 2026:
• Sault Ste Marie to Pancake Bay (75-90km including “Mile Hill”

bypass)
• Manitouwadge to Pukaskwa National Park, Marathon and Terrace

Bay (186km)

By year end 2027:
• Schreiber to Rossport (21km)
• Terrace Bay to Schreiber (13km – redone)

Continuous Route Achievements 2027
• Grand-Portage – Pigeon River border crossing in Neebing to

Thunder Bay, Red Rock, Nipigon, Rossport, Schreiber, Terrace Bay,
Marathon and Manitouwadge achieved (580km including spurs)

• Additionally the Grand Portage – Pigeon River border crossing in
Neebing, ON to Duluth MN (250km) achieves an 830km continuous
corridor that includes the U.S. market.

Source: https://www.strava.com/heatmap#7.83/-88.98081/47.73526/hot/all

https://www.strava.com/heatmap#7.83/-88.98081/47.73526/hot/all
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Map Showing Proposed Implementation Plan
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Potential Implementation Progress by 2024

Thick red line denotes implemented 
trail. (enhanced shoulders, installed 
directional signage)
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Potential Implementation Progress by 2027

Thick red line denotes implemented 
trail. (enhanced shoulders, installed 
directional signage)
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With its challenging, winding and at times mountainous terrain, the impact 
of infrastructure upgrades on Highway 17 are critical for cyclists and 
motorists. The infrastructure provides greater comfort for cyclists who are 
able to ride further from traffic, while at the same time providing vital pull-
off opportunities for vehicles and expanding the lifespan of the road itself.

MTO Northeastern Regional Office implemented approximately 50km of 
expanded shoulders on Highway 17 in order to create a continuous cycling 
corridor between Sault Ste Marie and Sudbury, ON as part of a Great Lakes 
Waterfront Trail and Trans Canada Trail expansion. 

14 Great Lakes Waterfront Trail GWTA 2019 Overview and Participant Survey. (n.d.). Retrieved 
January 10, 2022, from https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GWTA-sur 

 vey-partners-web-post-compressed-1.pdf

When the 2019 Great Waterfront Trail Adventure cycle tour launched 
this Lake Huron North Channel expansion of the Great Lakes Waterfront 
Trail / Trans Canada Trail with 130 cycle tourists, the primary priority 
improvement recommended by participants was not removal from the 
highway, but paving gravel roads14.
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Area Integration Type Route Distance Distance Saved On Hwy 17
Highway 556 Connector “Mile Hill” Alternative 15.5km 12.2km

Goulais Bay Not Integrated—unpaved, rough

Batchawana Bay Not Integrated—unpaved, rough

Wawa Not Integrated—private industrial road

Marathon Not Integrated—rough road

Terrace Bay Primary Route 2km 2km

Schreiber Primary Route 1.6km 1.2km

Rossport Primary Route 2km 1.1km

Nipigon Primary Route 3.2km 2.2km

Red Rock Not Integrated—rough trail

Highway 582 Primary Route 6.4km 4.3km

Dorion Primary Route 6.8km 5.3km

Pass Lake Alternate Connector 26.5km 11.7km

Shuniah Primary Route 27.6km 26.7km

Totals: 91.6km 66.7km

Alternatives to Highway 17

While potential alternatives to Highway 17 were reviewed during the course of the study, in order to improve safety for the long-distance cycle tourism 
market, Highway 17 remains the only continuous road along much of Lake Superior. A fully continuous signed route along this corridor requires the use of 
approximately 630km of Highway 17.

Alternatives to Highway 17 were researched and considered in the areas below. Many route alternatives such as Goulais Bay Road and the road network in 
Batchawana Bay are unpaved and considered too rough for inclusion in a network where long-distance cycling would likely be accomplished by road or touring 
bicycles.
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While the Waterfront Regeneration Trust would support local efforts to 
implement the Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail project in the future, it should be 
considered that presently:

• The former railway remains in the ownership of private enterprise;
• Funding and community support for the implementation of the

Kinghorn Trail is not yet in place;
• The railbed surface of compact ballast would require resurfacing to

make it appropriate for a long-distance cycling route. While staff
were informed that the railbed can be and is used by some ATV and
fat bike traffic, the jarring surface is not appropriate for road, hybrid
or mountain bike cycling.

A comprehensive study that assesses the Kinghorn Trail was produced in 
2011. A link to the Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail Feasibility Study Final Report is 
included in the resource section of the study.

Thunder Bay Waterfront Trail

A memo updating Thunder Bay’s Waterfront Trail plan to connect the 
City’s historic industrial and natural waterfront via roughly 16km of signed 
routes was submitted to City Council in October 2020. Once completed, 
the proposed trail expansion can be fully integrated into the Great Lakes 
Waterfront Trail / Trans Canada Trail expansion route. The northern terminus 
at Fisherman’s Park is already a preferred connection point as it coincides 
with a local Lake Superior Water Trail access point. This Waterfront Trail 
is not referred to directly in the phased implementation plan as some (albeit 
short) connection points would require significant infrastructure. 

In the short term, the city has agreed to co-designate implementation-
ready sections of the route as part of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail, 
which will result in some signage implementation on sections of the route. 
Fundraising for this project is currently underway, supported by the recently 
created Waterfront Trail Rotary Community Action Team. The Waterfront 
Regeneration Trust will continue to work with the City of Thunder Bay and 

Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail Project

The study involved outreach to and consultation with the Kinghorn Rail-
to-Trail project as a proposed alternative to travel on Highway 17. Once 
implemented, this proposed 111km rail-to-trail conversion project would 
serve as an excellent alternative to cycling over 80km of Highway 17 
between Thunder Bay (Terry Fox Monument) and Nipigon. Discussions 
on the Kinghorn were raised at the western regional community kickoff 
meetings. As well, during the consultation process it was noted that there 
are pockets of strong support among some trail users and some community 
activists for the Kinghorn Rail Trail. While this remains an exciting long-
term goal, given that the route development process involves using existing 
infrastructure, it is not feasible to pursue the Kinghorn at this time. 
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Source: https://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/maps/north-star-route/usbr41-letter-size-map-
text.pdf

WRTCAT to support this initiative to regenerate the City’s waterfront.

Concept maps of the City’s proposed Waterfront Trail route can be found in 
Appendix B of this document.

Potential Manitouwadge Rail Trail

While not implementation-ready, consultations with Mantiouwadge staff 
revealed the potential for a future rail trail connection between Manitouwadge 
and Highway 17 near the junction with Highway 614. Should this route 
become viable in the future with a surface conducive to road or touring 
bikes, it would provide an appealing alternative to cycling on the Highway 
itself.

USBR # 41 / North Star Bicycle Route

U.S. Bike Route # 41 – the North Star Bicycle Route represents an excellent 
opportunity to complement and append the work within this study, creating 
a bi-national trail connection from the Grand Portage Pigeon River border 
crossing to Duluth, Minnesota, a nationally-recognized bike community 
~250km from the Canadian border. A route of interconnecting roads and 
trails, the North Star Bicycle Route includes almost 50km of the off-road 
Gitchi-Gami Trail and approximately 16km of city trails within Duluth, 
with much of the remainder following scenic Highway 61 along the coast 
of Lake Superior.

It was outside of the scope of this study to directly pursue implementation of 
the bi-national trail, however Waterfront Regeneration Trust staff found that 
Heart of the Continent, Gitchi-Gami Trail and St. Louis County were very 
supportive of the concept of a route connection from Duluth to Neebing 
and Thunder Bay. The WRT is drafting a joint letter with St. Louis County 
to support an effort to legislate signage implementation of the North Star 
Bicycle Route, and will continue to support the USBR effort, to expand the 
partnership Stateside and to and promote the Lake Superior expansion.

https://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/maps/north-star-route/usbr41-letter-size-map-text.pdf
https://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/maps/north-star-route/usbr41-letter-size-map-text.pdf


Almost 200 amenities and attractions were identified during investigations and 
consultations for this study and incorporated into the project Google Map environment. 
Almost the entire section of the proposed route can easily be identified as scenic, 

so scenic assets have been limited largely to locations with formal lookouts. It’s not in the 
WRT’s typical practice to include business locales into mapping outside of specific landmark 
businesses. However, given the remote nature of the route and the increased importance of 
placing comprehensive resources in the hands of trail users, some specific businesses in remote 
areas that were confirmed to offer food have been included. These are incorporated into the 
project Google Map and will be incorporated into the Waterfront Regeneration Trust’s online 
interactive map.

Assets Include:
• Roofed Accommodations and amenities: 22 communities
• Campgrounds: 17
• Trail Junctions: 35 (including 20 Voyageur Hiking Trail destinations)
• Staging Areas: 15
• Scenic Lookouts: 38
• Beaches: 15
• Provincial Parks (Operating): 8
• National Parks: 1
• National Marine Conservation Area
• Lake Superior Water Trail access points: 14

Non-operating Provincial Parks such as Ruby Lake and Obatanga were not included in the 
asset list as they can be hard for trail users to locate or engage with meaningfully without 
local knowledge or in-field wayfinding. A future integrated wayfinding plan would recommend 
signage at unmarked junctions such as the Ruby Lake trailhead.

Asset List
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Longest distance with no amenities:
• Pancake Bay to Wawa (125km)
• Wawa to Fishing Moose Lodge (61km)
• Naturenut Resort and Café to Marathon (52km) (90km without

Naturenut)
• Marathon to Terrace Bay (78km)
• Rossport to Nipigon (70km) (Gas Station and Variety can be found

at 7km mark)
• Nipigon to Mirror Lake (65km)
• South Thunder Bay to Pigeon River (49km)

Note the most remote section of the proposed route coincides with the largest 
long-term gaps south of Wawa. This section does include numerous rest 
and camping opportunities, as well as a single resort, but these are largely 
lodging-only with no provisions. 
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Demographic

A number of cycling demographics have been considered and discussed in this report 
already. Integrating local cycling loops, spurs and multimodal experiences in addition 
to the integration of the long-distance cycling route will broaden the appeal and can 

engage different areas of the market at successive stages of the recommended implementation 
schedule. For instance, recreational cyclists interested in short cycling experiences will have a 
number of local cycling opportunities to sample from during initial route implementation, from 
Thunder Bay, to Nipigon, Schreiber, Terrace Bay etc.

The following trail users are identified as key markets for the Lake Superior Expansion:

Recreational cyclists: 

These may include driving vacationers, campers or RVers who pack their bikes with them. 
They are most likely to engage in shorter day rides or single overnights and may find local 
loops, beach rides or shorter point-to-point rides such as Marathon to Pukaskwa National 
Park appealing. Many of these short-distance local experiences will be available early in the 
proposed phased implementation. The cycling community has indicated that for longer full-
day rides, experiences in the 60km range are ideal, ranging perhaps as high as 80km.

Long-distance cyclists: 

Long-distance cyclists will find appeal in a number of scenic community-to-community or 
community-to-park (etc.) rides in the 80-100km range with the full end-to-end route providing 
motivation for ultra-long-distance riders to experience the breathtaking beauty of the North. 
The appeal for this market may be more animated as the longer segments of the end-to-end 
route become integrated such as Thunder Bay to Nipigon or Sault Ste Marie to Batchawana 
Bay.
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With the bulk of the route following provincial highway or using roads 
shared with automobiles, the majority of the proposed route is not “family 
friendly.”

Ultra-long-distance cyclists:

These will find broadest appeal in and become animated by the full “bucket 
list” end-to-end cycling experience. Some may and may find appeal in 
cycling the route itself as part of a larger goal to cycle across Canada or 
around Lake Superior or the Great Lakes.

In 2022, Vélo Québec is hosting a 52-day cross-Canada trip from Vancouver 
to Montreal. Excluding the night of arrival in Thunder Bay, participants 
will spend 10 days cycling this route corridor, covering roughly 90-165km 
per day. The cyclists will continue following sections of the Great Lakes 
Waterfront Trail for a further 9-days before they reach their destination in 
Montreal.

E-bike cyclists:

Electric assist bikes are rapidly-growing market in the cycling sector. 
E-bike cyclists a overlap with the demographics above. Electric assist
bikes effectively expand the upward age limit of able cyclists and make
challenging terrain such as hills much easier to manage.

Adventure tourists: 

This subset may overlap with the markets above who are looking to engage 
in opportunities to hike or kayak. Lake Superior creates obvious broad 
appeal for the adventure tourism market.

Families:

Driving vacationers or RVers that travel with their bikes may include 
children or youth. These will be most likely to engage in experiences they 
feel are safe for their children, largely utilizing off-road trails. These could 
include utilizing off-road cycling paths in Thunder Bay, Terrace Bay, Sault 
Ste Marie or on Wawa’s waterfront.



The Waterfront Regeneration Trust created a Cycling Advisory Committee to discuss 
cyclists’ needs for the Lake Superior expansion project. The Committee consisted of 
11 members including cycling and tourism industry professionals, cycling advocates, 

champions and club leaders and experienced regional, national and international cycle tourists. 
Committee participants included Americans and Canadians (from both Southern and Northern 
Ontario), enthusiasts in the road, gravel, mountain bike, fat bike and e-bike markets aged 30s 
through 70s. In attendance and also contributing to the discussion were representatives of 
Destination Northern Ontario, Superior Country and Algoma Country. The group included 
members that have cycled the proposed route corridor without cycling infrastructure in place.

Key Findings from Advisory Committee

Impressions
• Enthusiasm in cycling community for this trail expansion is very high. Some referred

to it as a “dream come true” or “long overdue.”
• Cyclists that had ridden the route remarked it is beautiful, some noted it was especially

beautiful in the Nipigon area.
• Some commented that they would not cycle the route before infrastructure (paved

shoulders) is in place, but would be “first in line” when infrastructure is implemented.
• One participant was considering cycling the route corridor during summer 2021.

They opted for a drive-and-ride experience that was described as “fantastic!” Their
experiences included cycling in Sault Ste Marie, Batchawana Bay, Wawa, and three in
the Thunder Bay area as well as hiking in Terrace Bay and at Ouimet Canyon (Sleeping
Giant had to be abandoned due to weather).

• End-to-end route will appeal more to veteran cyclists because it is more remote.

Barriers
• Inconsistent infrastructure: comments were made by an American participant that

the intermittent cycling infrastructure can be confusing to international cyclists.
This is attributed to the opportunity-driven implementation plans for hardened

Cycling Advisory Committee
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 ○Cyclists would travel 5km off-route if they knew there was a
resource they could take advantage of and will go further for
needs.
 ○ Input to the WRT from the cycling community also indicates
that cyclists will engage with amenities if they know they are
there. Example from Lake Huron North Channel section is
Bobber’s Restaurant’s famous pie.

• Hospitality: Communities can make efforts to welcome cyclists
(example of Bruce Mines during Great Waterfront Trail 2019was
given, where the community painted many discarded bikes and
placed them around town to show cyclists that they were welcome).

• Mapping: Online (eg. downloadable and interactive mapping) and
print maps needed for planning and promotion.

 ○Get businesses on Google maps
 ○Note special places to eat, accommodations, camping etc.

▪ Some cyclists are looking primarily for camping.
 ○Communicate distances between amenities as this is a safety
element for cyclists.
▪ Noted that European cyclists, who are used to towns

being close together don’t always appreciate how remote
Canada can be.

 ○For e-bikes, include distances to charging stations.
• For drive-and-ride cyclists, identify transportation options (fly, bus,

train etc.)
• Create itineraries that identify amenities (food, accommodations,

scenery etc). Unique points of interest become discussion points—
word-of-mouth is still a powerful tool in cycling community.

 ○ Identify shorter loops that encourage trail users to explore the
area, take their time

• Greater need for operators/bike shops.

shoulder expansions.
• Challenging terrain: While the Nipigon area is very beautiful it’s

also noted as particularly challenging, with “6%-8% grades.” Some
commented that stretches of the Lake Superior section of the Trans-
Canada ride are some of the most challenging on the ride.

• Access to resources (eg. water) can be a challenge and cyclists can
expect to have to travel 150-160km days (eg. Wawa to Batchawana
Bay)

• Presence and conduct of transport Trucks: hardened shoulders
relieve some of this tension, however it was commented that
transport truck drivers sometimes drive on the centreline of the road
on sharp downhills, impacting traffic in the opposite direction. This
behaviour was witnessed by staff during the field review of the route.

• Perception: The perception of the route will need to be changed.
Without infrastructure in place for cyclists, cycling the north shore
of Lake Superior has the impression of being unsafe.

Priority Improvements
• Consistent cycling infrastructure (continuous paved shoulders),
• Paved shoulders with a rumble strip
• More “fifth wheel” pull-offs for breaks/rest*.
• Recommended route should try to get off of Highway 17 as often as

possible to increase safety and help mitigate risk.

*In consultation with the MTO, the WRT was informed of plans to implement
of more pull-offs as part of the Ministry’s highway improvement plan in
addition to the expansion of hardened shoulders.

Increasing Marketability
• Include signage directing cyclists to off-route communities and

amenities.
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Cross-Border Cycling 

Connecting to the U.S.A. broadens the appeal of the route to the U.S. 
market. There are border crossings in both Sault Ste Marie and in Neebing. 
While neither has cycling infrastructure the Grand Portage – Pigeon River 
Border Crossing is Neebing is more cycle-friendly as the bridge at the 
border crossing is much shorter. Recommendations were made to advocate 
for cycling infrastructure at the Sault Ste Marie border crossing.

What makes a good border crossing for cyclists?
• Cycling infrastructure (bike lane/paved shoulder),
• Interactions with customs officers: comments were received that

the border crossing at Pigeon River is uncomplicated entering
the U.S.A. but that crossing into Canada can be a challenge, with
negative interactions noted.

• Nearby resources: Bike parking, washrooms, food and water, etc.
• Advanced preparation:

 ○Be prepared for wait times (can call bridge authority to confirm
wait times)
 ○Passports will be required, documentation for electronics and
potentially travel visas as well.
 ○Cycle Canada maintains a page with comprehensive
information on how a cyclist can prepare for a border crossing:
https://www.cyclecanada.com/borders.html

https://www.cyclecanada.com/borders.html


Tourism Product Development

Consistent resources including maps and itineraries were identified 
by the Cycling Advisory Committee as planning and promotional 
tools to increase marketability on the route. Municipal partners, 

Parks Canada Staff and the Lake Superior Watershed Conservancy have all 
expressed interest in working to develop itineraries during future phases of 
the initiative.

Phasing the implementation of the route as cycling infrastructure is 
constructed will create new cycling products year over year as the 
destination experiences connect and the continuous route emerges. The 
WRT would host itineraries on its feature trip web page, on its Ride with 
GPS Ambassador account, and would explore promotional opportunities 
(eg. blogs) with DMOs, DNO and Destination Ontario.

Potential itineraries for initial implementation (2024) include:
• Sault Ste Marie to Chippewa Falls (54-60km) [Long-Distance]
• Rossport to Nipigon (70km) [Long-Distance]
• Nipigon and Red Rock, with hiking option for Nipigon River

Recreation Trail / Red Rock Mountain Trail (88km) [Recreational /
Drive-and-Ride, Adventure]

• Thunder Bay to Sleeping Giant, with hiking option (73km) [Long-
Distance, Adventure)]

• Thunder Bay to Grand Portage-Pigeon River border crossing (56-
70km) [Long-Distance]

• Duluth MN to Pigeon River (via USBR 41 / North Star Bicycle
Route) and Pigeon River to Thunder Bay (~300km) [Long-Distance
/ Ultra-Long-Distance]

• 9 Drive-and-Ride / Destination cycling loops and spurs. These can
be packaged together as a sampler experience of cycling in Northern
Ontario.
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 ○Wawa Loop (6.4km)
 ○White River Spur (Picnic Lake Spur) (2.1km)
 ○Marathon Spur (6.7km – with potential for loop treatment in
town)
 ○Terrace Bay Spur (2.5km)
 ○Schreiber Spur (3.2km)
 ○Rossport (Nicol Island Spur) (1km)
 ○Nipigon Spur (2km)
 ○Fort William First Nation / Chippewa Park Proposed Connector 
(6.5km)
 ○Thunder Bay in-City Loop

In addition, the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail website will host tourism 
microsites to house community-based content (trail, history etc.) 
and create reciprocal promotion opportunities.

The Lake Superior expansion will be added to the TCT website with links 
to the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail page.

There are resources available to help communities and businesses develop 
ways to serve the cycle tourism market, for example Ontario By 
Bike/Transportation Options, which has over 1500 businesses as part 
of its network as well as Waterfront Trail communities. Since 
launching its section of the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail /TCT, Blind 
River has added bike repair stations, enhanced wayfinding, updated 
waterfront amenities at a local beach, permitted bike camping at its marina 
to successfully welcome cyclists and brand itself as a cycling community.



Lake Superior is a spectacular piece of landscape rich in history, in pristine, awe-inspiring 
beauty, and in its wealth of memorable experiences, from the majestic: ragged coast 
lines, deep canyons and towering waterfalls, to the minute: coffee by a lakeside and 

objectively-the-best apple fritters. From the thrilling: Canada’s longest, zipline to the serene: a 
quiet moment of uncluttered night sky. And to its many small, proud communities, each with 
its own unique character.

As such, it is critical to include Lake Superior as a part of the provincial and national (terrestrial) 
trails system.

There is high level of support and enthusiasm for the expansion along Lake Superior and 
among the 150 Great Lakes Waterfront Trail partner communities who supported a vision for:

“a continuous Great Lakes Waterfront Trail stretching from the eastern border of Ontario 
to the northwest, incorporating all of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River waterfront in 
Ontario. Rooted in the principles that have guided the development of the Waterfront Trail 
from its beginnings in 1992 the Great Lakes Waterfront Trail is ‘complete and connected,’ 
an integral part of each ecosystem it passes through, enhancing the environment, economy, 
society and history of every community that participates in the development and use of the 
Trail”.

By 2024, 40% of the route could be in place; by 2027 70% could be complete, with a 750 km 
continuous route from Manitouwadge to Duluth, and a 75 km connection from Sault Ste. 
Marie to Pancake Bay. The sooner we start, the sooner communities can begin reaping the 
health, environmental, and economic benefits associated with the Great Lakes Waterfront 
Trail, Trans Canada Trail, and cycle tourism. 

Momentum achieved is easier to maintain.

Beautiful, Stunning. Achievable.

Conclusions
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Recommendations

Given the strong community support for the expansion, the opportunity to showcase 
Northern communities as cycling destinations, and to develop a cross-border cycling 
experience centred on the Great Lakes, as well as the need to improve existing 

conditions for long distance cyclists the WRT recommends proceeding with the implementation 
of the 1,000 km Lake Superior expansion including:

1. Complete interactive and downloadable map resources to platform, support and promote
the future route and experiences and provide critical, up to date information to cyclists
about existing conditions.

2. Conduct a signage review and develop a comprehensive signage and wayfinding plan for
each stage of implementation:
a) Implementation Stage One (410 km) – 2024.
b) Implementation Stage Two (423 km) – 2024- 2027.
c) Implementation Stage Three – dates unspecified. 170 km between White River and

Pancake Bay. Dependent on successful work to encourage MTO NE regional office
to set a date for construction and signage of the expanded shoulders on HWY 17.

3. Develop itineraries and content to promote and support the phased implementation of the
linear route to appeal to drive and ride, long-distance recreational and ultra-long-distance
cycle tourists for:
a) Short-term point-to-point (eg. destination to destination) experiences.
b) Medium-term point-to-point experiences that emerge as further cycling infrastructure

is implemented 2024 through 2027.
c) The fully continuous, signed end-to-end cycling route (Sault Ste. Marie to Pigeon

River) as implemented cycling infrastructure connects established point-to-point
experiences in an emerging linear route through 2027 and beyond.

4. Work with US partners to support implementation of USBR 41 (North Star Bicycle
Route) as part of a bi-national experience—from Duluth to Grand Portage, Neebing,
Thunder Bay and further east as infrastructure on the Highway 17 corridor is developed.
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Appendix A: Study Resources

“Cycle Tourism & Cycling Activity Survey Report.” Cycle Tourism & Cycling Activity Tourism Survey Report COVID-19,  
Transportation Options, Nov. 2020
https://www.transportationoptions.org/uploads/8/7/2/0/8720033/cycle_tourism___cycling_activity_survey_report__nov_2020_.pdf

“Cycling – Northern Ontario Cycling Tourism Plan.” Cycling, Destination Northern Ontario, 2017
https://destinationnorthernontario.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Cycling.pdf

“GWTA 2019 Overview and Participant Survey.” Waterfront Regeneration Trust, 26 Aug 2019,
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GWTA-survey-partners-web-post-compressed-1.pdf

“Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail Initiative Feasibility Study.” Kinghorn Rail-to-Trail Initiative Feasibility Study. MacLeod, Farley & Associates, 31 
Mar. 2011,
https://shuniah.civicweb.net/document/22331/Kinghorn%20Rail-to-Trail%20Initiative%20Feasibility%20Stud.
pdf?handle=AB50E783D38C4FB990E86D4286D59B71

“Lake Superior North Shore Tourism Strategy.” Lake Superior North Shore Tourism Strategy, Destination Northern Ontario, 2018,
https://superiorcountry.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/LSNSTS-Strategy-2018.pdf

Appendix B: Thunder Bay Waterfront Trail Plan Draft Route
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Appendix-B-Thunder-Bay-Waterfront-Trail-Long-Term-Plan-Draft-Route.pdf

Appendix C: Lake Superior Map Storyboard
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Appendix-C-Lake-Superior-Map-Storyboard.pdf

Appendix D: GWTA 2019 Overview and Participant Survey
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GWTA-survey-partners-web-post-compressed-1.pdf

Appendix E: Lake Superior Expansion Community Presentation
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Appendix-C-Lake-Superior-Map-Storyboard.pdf
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https://destinationnorthernontario.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Cycling.pdf
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GWTA-survey-partners-web-post-compressed-1.pdf
https://shuniah.civicweb.net/document/22331/Kinghorn%20Rail-to-Trail%20Initiative%20Feasibility%20Stud.pdf?handle=AB50E783D38C4FB990E86D4286D59B71
https://shuniah.civicweb.net/document/22331/Kinghorn%20Rail-to-Trail%20Initiative%20Feasibility%20Stud.pdf?handle=AB50E783D38C4FB990E86D4286D59B71
https://superiorcountry.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/LSNSTS-Strategy-2018.pdf
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Appendix-B-Thunder-Bay-Waterfront-Trail-Long-Term-Plan-Draft-Route.pdf
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Appendix-C-Lake-Superior-Map-Storyboard.pdf
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/GWTA-survey-partners-web-post-compressed-1.pdf
https://waterfronttrail.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Appendix-C-Lake-Superior-Map-Storyboard.pdf
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